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Robert P

on
11/19/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Don’t wrinkle your nose because this is made by hi-point. This is an excellent firearm. Super accurate and a great shooter. Super reliable. I like that it takes handgun rounds. Very enjoyable to shoot and I never worry about its reliability. 











Jonathan C

on
05/07/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










it’s a high point what can I say… oh yea that’s right so much fun literally better that expected. 











Timothy B

on
03/30/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










accurate and fun to shoot 











Johnathan J

on
03/26/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun… recommend it for Home Defense 











Dennis D

on
03/02/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Some people look down on HiPoint. I can't see why. This carbine performs flawlessly and can be easily customized to your taste. And a bargain at that. And its American made. Buy one in every caliber. 











James M

on
11/12/2021




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Purchased the 9mm version last year and loved it, so I decided to try the 40 S&W version. Again - love it! Accurate right out of the box with quarter sized groupings. I like the short length and it has a great ghost ring sites. Purchasing from Bud's was hassle free and quick, great price too. A lot of gun "people" look down their nose at Hi Point and say they're unattractive, but I kinda like it's looks, I think it's rather imposing. It's fun to shoot and yet it's still a serious defense weapon. Also I must note that Hi Point's lifetime warranty is 2nd to none and their CS is stellar. This is a fun, customizable firearm at an affordable price. 











Richard M

on
10/15/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great service. Fun to shoot. Love my Hi-Point. 











Gary K

on
09/10/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Best deal on the internet in regards to price, taxes and shipping. Weapon quality is a moot point as I am not a gung-ho enthusiast but wanted a home defense besides a 20 ga. slug or #4 etc. 











Terry M

on
11/28/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What's not to like? Solid and accurate, a best buy! 











Bryan P

on
06/23/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The Hi point 4095 Semi Automatic Will. Cycle Any Kind Ammunition Great Gun Buds Was Great As Usual 











Paul M

on
03/19/2018




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Just bought thus gun a few weeks ago and have put 300 rounds through it with no problems at all. Was easy to sight in at both 50 and 100 yards. Great deal for the price 











Wilson C

on
02/08/2018




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Buds gun delivered as always. 5 stars for them. Hi point not so much. I'll average with 5 for buds and 3 for hi-point. This is the second 4095 that I have owned, the trigger on the new one is a lot better, still a tactical trigger and has about a 6 lb pull but not as rough as my older one had. The stated " multiple Picatinny rails," is mis leading, the top rail in NOT a Picatinny rail. None of the red dot sights that I have will fit. I think that the rail is a Weaver rail. the one that I bought about 2 years ago had multiple Picatinny rails. I enjoyed shooting the Hi Point before that I bought another one. 











David F

on
12/11/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I really wanted to hate this gun, but I couldn't. I bought a HP995 from a neighbor years ago, and never liked it, and expected to not like this one either. BUT... It cycles every type of ammo we fed it, and hit dead center on every target put in front of it. No, you can't fold it up and hide it under the seat of your pick-up truck, but i don't know why I would want to do that anyway. Not sure exactly what function it will serve in our stable, but have to admit, it is fun to shoot! Maybe on days when I can't hit anything with a pistol I will shoot PCC in our local match. Or maybe just go shoot it on days when I want to make some noise and have some fun. 











Robert S

on
12/08/2017




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Not a bad gun for $240.00 seems to shoot just fine. Good little gun to throw in the atv or under the seat of your old beater truck, if it gets stolen or gets bounced out,oh well not a big lose. 











Timothy S

on
12/06/2017




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I like this rifle, especially for the price. I have owned, or at least shot nearly every common caliber rifle, but never a .40 S&W carbine. I always liked the round in a pistol and love it out of the longer barrel. The rifle seems accurate out of the box. I haven't put 100's of rounds through it yet, but what I have shot worked flawlessly. Now, the bad. It's a High Point, that in itself will get you some looks, and not it a good way. I'm not sure, but it seems that High Point uses lesser quality metal and just casts or mills it thicker. This makes their weapons bulky, heavy, and ugly. But, if you can live with the bulk, weight, and looks, it's not a bad rifle. The only other negative I see is capacity. In the.40, the factory mags hold ten rounds, not enough considering the bulk of the grip. It seems they could easily fit a double stack magazine and around fifteen rounds. There are some aftermarket mags that hold more, but the single stack makes them quite long. In the end, I am satisfied with my purchase. This is a good weapon for the price. A pistol caliber carbine, that can be had for less than $300, and goes bang when you squeeze the trigger, that's what you get. And that's enough for me. 











Chris C

on
11/22/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First of all let me start of by saying that buying guns from Buds is honestly easier and a lot better than buying them at a store. Fast delivery, fast processing, flawless product. The Hi-Point 4095 shoots very well. When you get it you will have to put the little handle on the action/bolt as it does not come pre assembled. Not a problem but it was kind of confusing. Put about 200 rounds through it (all medium to high quality ammo) and not a single hiccup. EXTREMELY accurate. Pistol caliber allows manageable recoil for any shooter. My only "complaint" is that it only has a 10 round magazine. Because of how fun the gun is to shoot, you kind of get upset when it's over in 10 shots. There is an after market magazine that holds 20 rounds but I hear it doesn't always work and it's ugly in my opinion. But other than that, great gun. Easy to field strip. 











Christopher W

on
11/10/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My new 4095 looks great, can't wait to go to the range and try out the two pro mag I purchased also from Buds. Thanks Buds 











Steve B

on
09/16/2017




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Overall fun to plink with it but a real pain to disassemble for cleaning. But not a bad deal for the price. 











Henry P

on
07/25/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a good gun also. I enjoy every moment to use it with friend 











Mitchell P

on
05/12/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very happy, received promptly and fine condition. I will buy from again soon. 











Randall B

on
05/02/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Buds again made buying easy Rifle is great Wish everything was 90 day layaway I would buy a lot more 











David C

on
04/17/2017




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










the hi point 40 cal nice gun but havey on front end 











Patrick D

on
10/20/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










PROS: Cost, Reliability, Performance, No FTF/FTEs...too many to list lol CONS: None really...maybe the strip/clean process does take a minute, such a joy to use you'll spend more $$ on ammo lol Great plinker! Have owned this little carbine for about 3 months now and have been EXTREMELY pleased! I Stripped, cleaned and lubricated it upon arrival, then just to and from the range for practice. About 1300 rounds thru it so far with only 1 cleaning (at about 1000 rounds) and 1 boresnake wipe (at about 500 rounds); otherwise, its just been being shot with a total of ZERO issues. Out of the box the iron sights were acceptable at 50-75 yds (minor adjustment). Various ammo types, brands and both 165/180 gr have been used and again, FLAWLESS PERFORMANCE with little recoil. I cant say enough positive about my experience with this hi-point. highly recommend. 











Earl E

on
08/31/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I just came back from the range with this weapon. I fired 150 rounds of Winchester white box and Remington UMC, not one malfunction and the sights were right on the money. Very pleased with my purchase. Buds was great as usual. 











Phillip R. C

on
08/09/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










1. Pull trigger, hear bang, hit target. 2. It's a little on the heavy side. 3. I pulled it apart and it doesn't seem as though it will break too easily. 4. It eats whatever I put through it, no problems. 5. I like the recoil pad, very cool. 6. Great price with 20$ shipping to Hawaii. 7. My wife likes it as well. 8. I like that the clips interchange with the 40 pistol. All & all I like it! GO USA !! 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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